
Stamped Designs Framed Flowers Class 

 
 
Happy Birthday Card 

1. Apply wet glue to the back of the black flower frame and adhere to the light blue solid 
circle.  Put small amounts of wet glue in the open areas (work one flower or leaf at a 
time) and carefully put the colored sections into the areas.  Fine tipped tweezers help 
with this task. 

2. Layer the green card to the black card.  Attach the flower piece as shown.  Apply 
adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the black checkered ribbon bow around the 
card as shown, adhering in back.  Layer to the heather base card. 

3. Attach the words piece as shown with a foam square. 
 
Wishing You Well Card 
Copic markers used: R02/05/08, YG23/25 

1. Apply wet glue to the back of the black flower frame and adhere to the white solid 
circle.  Color in the open areas with the Copic markers listed or the coloring medium of 
your choice. 

2. Layer the red piece to the checked piece as shown.  Layer this piece to the black piece 
and then to the front of the base card. 

3. Attach the words piece with wet glue as shown.  Attach the flower piece as shown. 
 
Flowers with Vellum Card 
Copic markers used: R85/89, G99 

1. Apply wet glue to the back of the white flower frames and adhere to the vellum solid 
circles. 

2. Flip the circles over and color in the open areas of the flowers and leaves with the Copic 
markers listed directly onto the vellum (water based markers will also work).  Allow the 
ink to dry for a few minutes. 

3. Layer the green print paper to the black card.  Position the 2 flowers pieces as shown to 
get the correct alignment.  Pick up one piece at a time and carefully apply glue to the 
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back of the piece ONLY where the die frame piece is and adhere to the card as shown.  
Do not put a lot of glue down to keep it from spreading to where there is only vellum. 

4. Apply adhesive to the back of the piece and wrap the pink ribbon bow around the piece 
as shown, adhering in the back.  Layer to the base card. 


